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Sermon for Christmas II Year B 2021 
Incomprehensible Glory—The Word Made Flesh 

 
 
Light is everywhere in our world. 
We need it to see— 
It carries information from the world to our eyes and brains. 
For most of us, seeing colors and shapes is second nature to us, 
and yet, light is a perplexing phenomenon. 
Here are some facts about light . . . which are part of the technology that 
allows us to worship “live” this morning together: 
• Nothing travels faster than the speed of light. 
• Light is always moving and therefore cannot be stored. 
• Of all the forms of radiation and light on the electromagnetic 

spectrum, humans can only visibly see a very small amount of 
light. 

• Our brain and eyes act together to make extraordinary things 
happen in perception. For instance, movies are, in actuality, 
nothing more than sequences of still life pictures. Yet we see 
“motion pictures” as live action. 

• Magazine photos are in actuality arrays of colored dots. 
• Light acts like particles—subatomic photons which are little light 

bullets that stream from a source. And this actually helps explain 
how shadows work. 

• Yet . . . light also acts like waves—like sounds—which are ripples 
in space. This explains how rainbows work. 

• Light has mass and volume and yet . . . it is something we cannot 
hold, taste or smell. It is a type of matter which is best described as 
a form of energy. 

 
For years and years, the true nature of light has been debated 
by great physicists, many of whom have argued  
that it was impossible for light to be both a particle and a wave. 
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Nevertheless, it has been established by physicists— 
thanks to Einstein— 
that, in fact, light is composed of both photons and waves, 
a wave-particle duality, which while it is very confusing 
is also considered one of the most wonderful principles of physics. 
 
There is no doubt that I am certainly no scientist  
or anything near to a physicist, 
pondering the mysteries of light for me is very theological 
and always makes me hear  
the prologue of John’s gospel with greater awe— 
In the beginning was the Word . . . 
and the Word was made flesh . . . 
Those of us who grew up in the church  
may be oh so used to these words. 
Too used to the great cadences,  
the solemn yet glad message of the Incarnation. 
Hence, we risk skipping over the incomprehensibility, 
the oddness, the almost embarrassing strangeness 
of the pronouncement: 
“The Word made flesh . . . 
The light shines in the darkness,  
and the darkness didn’t comprehend it; 
the world was made through him  
but the world didn’t know him; 
he came to his own, and his own did not receive him.” 
John is saying two things simultaneously  
in the introduction to his gospel account  
of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus: 
First, that the incarnation of the eternal Word is the event for which 
the whole creation has been yearning for through all time; 
and second, that the whole creation, 
and even the carefully prepared people of God themselves, 
are quite unready for this event. 
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This is the puzzle of Christmas. 
And, to get to its heart, 
we need to see how it works out in the rest of the gospel of John. 
 
John’s Prologue . . . that is, John’s introduction to his account about 
Jesus of Nazareth is designed, is composed in soaring language 
designed to stay in our minds and hearts  
throughout the rest of the story that unfolds. 
Never again will Jesus be referred to in John’s gospel as the Word— 
But we are meant to look at each scene,  
from the calling of his first disciples  
and the changing of water into wine 
right on into the confrontation with Pontius Pilate,  
his crucifixion and resurrection, 
and think to ourselves— 
Oh yes, this is what it looks like when the Word becomes flesh. 
This is the oh-so-confounding yet wonder-filled theology of  
the Incarnation—look at this man of flesh 
and learn to see the living God. 
 
And yet . . . if you dare . . . watch what happens as it all plays out. 
Jesus comes to his own  
and his own don’t receive him. 
The light shines in the darkness, 
and though the darkness can’t overcome it . . . 
the darkness gives it all it’s got to smother it, to snuff it out. 
Jesus the Christ speaks the truth, 
the plain and simple words that Caiaphas and Pilate 
seem to be unable to comprehend, 
they can’t decide whether he’s mad or wicked or both, 
and they send him off to the darkness of the Cross. 
 
Though Jesus is never again referred to as the Word of God in the 
gospel of John, we find the theme transposed, with endless variations. 
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The Living Word speaks living words . . . 
And the reaction is the same. 
This is a hard word  . . .  
say his followers when he tells them  
that he is the bread come down from heaven. 
What is this word? asks a puzzled crowd in Jerusalem. 
My word finds no place in you, says Jesus, 
because you can’t hear it. 
The word I spoke will be their judge on the last day, 
Jesus insists as the crowds reject him  
and he knows his hour has come. 
When Pilate hears the word, John says, he is all the more afraid, 
since the word in question  
is Jesus reported claim to be the Son of God. 
Which makes me want to ask . . . 
who is more foolish, the child afraid of the dark 
or the man afraid of the light? 
 
We need to recognize this strange, dark strand running through the 
gospel or we risk watering down John’s astounding masterpiece— 
just as we are always in danger of domesticating Christmas— 
making it into a sentimental holiday for children. 
 
Make no mistake . . . the good news of the birth of Christ is not a 
children’s story . . . though it is a story for all children of any age. 
All of us of every age, young and old and every one in between, 
need to know that Christ’s coming into the world  
is not only about comfort and joy,  
but it is also about incomprehension  
and rejection and darkness  
and denial and the stopping of ears  
and, yes, of judgment. 
Christmas is not about the living God  
coming to tell us everything is all right. 
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The gospel of John isn’t about Jesus speaking the truth and 
all the world saying, “Of course! Why didn’t we realize it before?” 
 
Christmas is about God shining his clear, bright torch into the 
darkness of our world, our lives, our hearts, our imaginations, 
and the darkness did not comprehend it. 
Of course. 
It’s about God. 
God-as-a-little child speaking the word of truth, 
and nobody knowing what he’s talking about. 
 
In these first few days of January, 
in these last few days of the 12 days of Christmas, 
we might be longing for a new beginning 
as we haul our dead trees out to the street, 
take down our Christmas decorations, 
face the news of the ongoing need  
to observe precautions due to the pandemic, 
and the so-called “new normal” of our everyday lives resume – 
don’t we all hear the unspoken question: 
What was this all about anyway? 
 
In the face of this question 
and our muddled consolations, 
John the evangelist sings out with resounding eloquence: 
In the beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was with God, 
and the Word was God  .  . . 
What has come into being in him was life, 
and the life was the light of all people . . . 
the Word became flesh and lived among us . . . 
 
John emphatically states nothing less than this: 
God poured God’s self into human form. 
The infinite was born in the finite. 
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But how could such a thing be possible? 
And what does this mean for you and for me? 
 
Questions lurk just below the surface for each and every one of us 
who encounters this story with any seriousness. 
The good news is  
that along with this theme of incomprehension and rejection, 
there runs the parallel theme  
of people hearing and receiving Jesus’ words,  
believing them and discovering out of what Jesus says,  
that they are spirit and life, 
breathing into the dry, dead fabric of our being 
and producing new life, 
new birth, 
new creation. 
As many as received him, to them he gave the right to become God’s 
children, who were born not of human will or flesh, but of God. 
 
Here’s something to keep in mind: 
Don’t imagine that the world divides naturally into those who can 
understand what Jesus is saying and those who cannot. 
By ourselves we none of us can. 
 
Jesus is born into a world where everyone is deaf and blind to him 
and what he is saying. 
Some, by the grace of God, allow his words to challenge, to rescue, 
to heal and transform them. 
That, and nothing less, is what Christmas is all about. 
 
What is more . . . 
the darkness did not overcome the light of the eternal Word. 
Darkness takes many forms 
and in any given Christmas season. . . some more than others . . . 
there is an ample supply of examples and reasons  
for doubts and questions: 
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war, violence, greed, oppressions of every variety,  
the darkness of depression, loneliness, hatred and prejudice, 
confusion, helplessness, sickness and hopelessness. 
All this darkness, however,  
is unable to overcome the light of the eternal Word, 
the very life force that continually animates all of creation, 
even every person who hears the proclamation. 
 
The Word became flesh and lived among us . . . 
This is a wonder-filled message of amazing grace and hope— 
nearly too good to be true 
and nearly impossible to believe! 
But if Jesus is truly God, 
then God is not separate from our fleshly existence. 
God is profoundly and intimately present. 
 
The Word became flesh and lived among us . . . 
Though we bear unbearable loss, 
God is present in our suffering. 
Somehow, some way, 
God is embedded with us in our human predicament,  
our messy human circumstances. 
There is not darkness, 
even unto death, 
in which God is not intimately acquainted and engaged, 
present and powerful, 
loving and truth-telling and true. 
 
What is more, the Incarnation—the Word becoming flesh— 
the Christ-mass—the miracle of the both/and— 
fully human and fully divine— 
all of that calls us to participate in this human/divine work of Christ—
to be about the business of reconciliation, healing,  
being with and for others who suffer  
as well with and for those who rejoice. 
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We are called to stand with the light of Christ  
as it continues to shine in the darkness. 
 
In the beginning was the Word . . . 
and the Word became flesh and lived among us . . . 
the light shines in the darkness  
and the darkness did not overcome it. 
 
Listen, this morning, for the incomprehensible Word— 
the child born in the manger speaks to you. 
Don’t patronize it; 
don’t reject it; 
don’t shroud it in sentimentality. 
Let the wonder and awe of it dwell in you richly. 
And gather around the Word and the bread and the wine, 
the meal which is himself, 
the Word made flesh, 
the life which is our life,  
our light,  
and our glory. 
 
May we receive this Word 
–fully human and fully Divine— 
though we cannot fully understand it, 
as a gift, the best gift of Christmas. 
This is the grace upon grace he offers. 
This is the light that shines in the darkness,  
the light no darkness can overcome. 
 
 
 

 


